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The growing human population and its direct consequences such as increase of housing 
and industries have inevitably resulted in the deprivation of land and water availability for 
agriculture and farming purposes. This situation poses quality of life issues such as risk 
of starvation due to the depletion of food resources. As the population continues to 
grow, the needs for viable method of food production system to answer the food security 
and community resilience has never been imperative as it is today.  
 
Household Mix Farming YUMINA and BUMINA, which integrates culture between fish 
and vegetable or fruit is considered a feasible method of fish keeping and production in 
the area with restricted carrying capacity of land and water. This is because the 
technology combines two well-established practices of aquaculture and hydroponics that 
offers advantages such as water use efficiency, nutrient use efficiency, and space 
efficiency, as it doesn’t require soil. As such, when practiced as backyard food 
production system, YUMINA and BUMINA can serve as household’s solution to the 
need for affordable, nutritious and reliable food source that has the capacity to provide 
families with decent meal, which consists vegetable and protein.   
 
In Indonesia, YUMINA and BUMINA is developed by the Agency for Marine and 
Fisheries Research and Development – Ministry for Marine Affairs and Fisheries. 
YUMINA literally means an integrated culture between fish and vegetables and BUMINA 
means an integrated culture between fish and fruits, which describes integrated culture 
between fish-vegetable and fish-fruit.  
 
YUMINA and BUMINA technology have been applied such as in pot, which consists 
surface and bottom water flow system, rafting system, and canal system. The substrate 
as medium for growing the plants is made from combination of pumice stone, gravel 
stone, root fern, and water. YUMINA and BUMINA is suitable for wide range of plants 
especially the ones that have fibrous root, and are monthly harvest. BUMINA and 
YUMINA can be implemented in wide range of region from high to low elevation and is 
suitable for city area where soil and water are scarce. YUMINA and BUMINA using 
rafting system can be applied without electricity thus it is suitable for implementation in 
rural area. All fish can be cultured in BUMINA and YUMINA but the fish with good 
economic value are preferable such as catfish, tilapia and common carps. These 
species offer advantages as they are fast growing, high in stock density, and popular 
delicacy in Indonesian culinary. BUMINA and YUMINA technology have been 
implemented in Sumatera, Kalimantan and Java Islands. In addition to being eco-
friendly (Blue Economy), this technology has contributed in increasing land productivity, 
generating income for fish farmers. As this technology provides answer to issues of food 
security and community resilience by yielding a method of food growing that greatly 
reduces the use of water resources, requires no soil, produces high yields of fresh, 
nutritious crops in the form of vegetables, fruits, herbs and fish, YUMINA and BUMINA 
technology can be recommended for national scope. 


